
Token Economy Platform Providing Company
ICOVO AG to Establish 100% Wholly Owned
Subsidiary ICOVO Japan

ICOVO Japan was established

ICOVO Japan offer all the blockchain and

token economy related supports from

consultation to smart contract

development which aim to invigorate

Japanese market.

ZUG, SWITERLAND, May 10, 2019

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Token Economy

Platform Providing Swiss Company

ICOVO AG to Establish 100% Wholly

Owned Subsidiary ICOVO Japan in

Tokyo on April 26th. 

Blockchain related company ICOVO AG

(Head office : Zug, Switzerland /CEO

Akihiro Yamase , hereinafter referred to as ‘’ICOVO’’ ) that offer blockchain related media

Blockchain Insight, DAICOVO smart contract, ICOs optimized wallet ICOVO App and take part in

the first Non-fungible Token project Gene A.I.dols, established 100% Wholly Owned Subsidiary

ICOVO Japan in Tokyo.

With blockchain top engineer CTO Nishimura and COO Obata as main supporters, ICOVO Japan

will offer all the blockchain and token economy related supports from planning consultation to

smart contract developments by maximize ICOVO AG’s blockchain related development and

operational know-how.

＜ICOVO Japan＞

Name：ICOVO Japan Co., Ltd.

CEO Akihiro Yamase

COO Takuya Obata

CTO Yoshikazu Nishimura

CFO Masahiko Kumada 

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.icovo.co/
http://blockchain-insight.jp/
https://github.com/icovo


Location：Risona Kudan Bldg., 1-5-6, Kudanminami, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

Business focus：Supporting blockchain PoC and product planning development for Japanese

companies

Shareholding structure：100% wholly owned by ICOVO AG

Date of establishment:：April 26th , 2019

＜ICOVO AG＞

Name：ICOVO AG

CEO Akihiro Yamase

CFO Masahiko Kumada 

CTO Yoshikazu Nishimura

COO Takuya Obata

CAO Oliver Gomm

Location：General-Guisan-Strasse 6 CH-6300 Zug Switzerland

Official Website：https://icovo.co/ 

Business focus：Blockchain related cooperation; planning and development of token economy

platform through fundraising and selling using ICO,STO and NFT sale tokens

＜DAICOVO＞

A smart contract based on DAICO for safeguarding investors in a decentralized manner,

proposed by Ethereum’s co-founder Vitalik Buterin in January 2018. Open source download

available from GitHub.

https://github.com/icovo

＜ICOVO App＞

ICOVO’s iOS/Android features a multi-token multi-account wallet compatible with ETH and ERC20

tokens based on the safe private wallet, Wallet format with the purpose of enhancing security by

storing the private key only in the mobile device not online, that has been released and is already

in use by many, Tachyon, developed from scratch by our CTO Nishimura. Application downloads

available for free.

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/icovo/id1393849523

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=co.icovo

＜Blockchain Insight＞

Blockchain Insight will capture the rising tide of decentralized society and present the key issues

and questions in considering the next generation of economy and governance. We will introduce

new thinking and activity related to this next generation so that those creating the businesses of

the future can understand the technology and form a new consensus.

https://blockchain-insight.ch/

https://icovo.co/
https://github.com/icovo
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/icovo/id1393849523
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=co.icovo
https://blockchain-insight.ch/
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